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ASSET SALES — WESTERN POWER 
Matter of Public Interest 

THE SPEAKER (Mr M.W. Sutherland) informed the Assembly that he was in receipt within the prescribed 
time of a letter from the Leader of the Opposition seeking to debate a matter of public interest. 
[In compliance with standing orders, at least five members rose in their places.] 
MR M. McGOWAN (Rockingham — Leader of the Opposition) [2.48 pm]: I move — 

That this house acknowledges the benefits of retaining public ownership of Western Power and opposes 
the privatisation of Western Power. 

That Western Power should remain publicly owned is a core issue for WA Labor. If WA Labor is elected at the 
next election in March next year, Western Australians can have absolute certainty that Western Power—
a monopoly service provider of an essential service to a large part of Western Australia—will remain in public 
ownership. There is an opportunity here for members of the government to vote in favour of Western Power 
remaining in public ownership, or vote against it.  
It is a pretty simple choice for members of the government. That is what Parliament is often about; members 
have to state where they stand on issues, and we have stated where we stand on this issue. Our position is clear. 
What is the government’s position? I can tell members what the government’s position is because government 
members have said it on lots of occasions. They might have floundered around today in question time. They 
might have flipped and flopped and shaken their heads while saying the word “yes” and nodded while saying the 
word “no”, but we know their position because they have indicated it on numerous occasions when this issue has 
come up. 
I will quote to the house so we know the government’s position and so that everyone in Western Australia knows 
the government’s position and it cannot run away from it. In the budget speech on 12 May this year, the 
Treasurer said — 

 … I am announcing today that the Government proposes the sale of: 
• Western Power; … 

On 17 May this year—this is a good one—the Treasurer said — 
We will go to the next election with a plan that says, “Sell assets; sell Western Power under these 
conditions, and use it to invest in the future of Western Australia, where we need it.” 

He indicated very clearly in May this year that the plan was to “sell Western Power”. Again on 17 July this year, 
on ABC radio—we have a transcript—the Treasurer said — 

 … we propose to sell Western Power,” he told reporters on May 13. 
“And if we are re-elected, we would interpret that as a mandate.” 

If we are re-elected we would interpret that as a mandate. In September this year in this house the Treasurer 
said — 

As the member knows, our side has proposed an asset recycling program, which — 

Ms R. Saffioti: Western Power? 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: Yes, Western Power, … 

On 12 May this year, in an article in The Australian Financial Review, the Treasurer; Minister for Energy, is 
reported as saying about the sale of Western Power — 

“This has to be done,” he said. “This is necessary and any future WA government needs to do 
something like this.” 

In other words, on half a dozen occasions the Treasurer; Minister for Energy, who is responsible for the asset and 
for the privatisation program, has indicated that Western Power will be sold. The Premier himself said it in May 
this year. On 17 May he said — 

We are going to be very clear in the election campaign, and if we win that election, we will have 
a mandate to sell Western Power. 

There it is. On numerous occasions the Treasurer; Minister for Energy has indicated that if re-elected, the 
government will sell Western Power. Recordings, vision and Hansard all indicate that the government will sell 
Western Power. If the Treasurer tries to run away from that and now pretend that he did not say it, there it is on 
numerous occasions. Every Western Australian will know, and I will let them know, that the Treasurer has said 
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that on numerous occasions throughout this year. If he is re-elected in March next year, that is what the Treasurer 
will do, because he has indicated it on numerous occasions. 

Why do we not support the government’s fire sale of Western Power? Why does WA Labor say that it will not 
give in to the government’s plan, which thus far has been to wreck the state’s finances and then engage in a fire 
sale of important monopoly state assets? Why do we not support that? I will go through the arguments. Page 16 
of Western Power’s 2016 annual report states that it has produced a dividend for the 2015–16 financial year of 
$401 million. That comes back to the taxpayers. That is just the dividend component, just so that members are 
aware. 

Dr M.D. Nahan: What happened to the income tax? 

Mr M. McGOWAN: I know the Treasurer wants to sell it, so he can put his arguments for the sale when he 
speaks. We know the government is going to sell Western Power and we will be — 

Mr J.H.D. Day: All he has to do is quote some Labor luminaries. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: Okay; the member can quote them. He can run that argument. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: That is enough! 

Mr J.H.D. Day interjected. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: Keep going; I want to hear some more! 

Mr J.H.D. Day: I said you are a Labor dinosaur. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: Mr Speaker, the member for Kalamunda is calling me a dinosaur. 

Mr J.H.D. Day: Absolutely. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: If I am a dinosaur, he is a fossil! The government is selling it. Is that the member for 
Kalamunda’s position? We know his position. Is the government selling it? Is that what the member for 
Kalamunda is saying? 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: That is enough! 

Mr M. McGOWAN: The dividend set out in the annual report was $401 million. Page 29 of the annual report 
shows the income tax equivalent. Western Power does not pay tax to the commonwealth government because it 
is state owned. So that members understand, Western Power makes a payment to the state government instead of 
the commonwealth government. In turn, the income tax equivalent is $150 million. On top of the $400 million 
dividend last year, it made an income tax equivalent payment to the state of $150 million. Then there are the 
tariff equalisation contribution schemes. 

Dr M.D. Nahan: Propagandist! 

Mr M. McGOWAN: It is Western Power’s annual report, my friend. Mr Speaker, honestly—is it any wonder 
the state is in the state it is with klutzes such as this over here? 

Page 32 outlines the contribution to the tariff equalisation fund, which means that people in the most remote 
parts of the state pay the same electricity prices as people in Perth and the south west. That is a contribution 
made by Western Power to ensure that that system remains in place so that people in the Pilbara and parts of 
the goldfields, Gascoyne, Murchison and Kimberley have reasonable power prices. That payment is 
$141 million. That would need to be picked up by the taxpayers. The government would hand over to the 
private purchasers of it — 

Dr M.D. Nahan interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Treasurer, I call you to order for the first time. 

Dr M.D. Nahan interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Treasurer, I call you to order for the first time. If you shout out again while I am on my feet, 
you will get it for the second time. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: We have the tariff equalisation contribution. 

Mr P. Papalia interjected. 
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The SPEAKER: Member for Warnbro, more times I am lenient on you; then I will call you three times, so do 
not worry about it. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: The tariff equalisation contribution is $141 million in last year’s annual report. On top of 
that, on page 6, the CEO of the organisation states — 

We have identified opportunities that will result in year-on-year savings of up to $400 million a year. 

That is $400 million a year in additional savings—potential revenue from the organisations, additional to all of 
that. What is the government’s plan? The government’s plan is to sell off all of that so that we lose that recurrent 
income, and then, depending upon which part of the government it is—admittedly, we have two governments in 
Western Australia—it will spend all the money and the asset will be lost for the future. All that recurrent income 
will be lost into the future. We have seen the Liberal Party’s privatisation record—Westrail Freight and the 
disaster that happened there; Fiona Stanley Hospital and the disaster that has happened there; and Alinta Energy 
and the increasing prices for consumers, all of which were put in place by the Liberal Party in Western Australia. 
On top of that there is also the payment of the loan guarantee fee. Western Power gets its borrowings with the 
government guarantee, which is an income to the state of $50 million per annum. If we add up all of that, it is 
heading towards a billion dollars a year. 

Dr M.D. Nahan interjected. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: It is! The Treasurer is an ideologue, so he just looks at it through the prism of whatever he 
learnt at his university in the United States of America—they must all be in private ownership. 

Dr M.D. Nahan interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Treasurer, I call you to order for the second time. You can speak when you get your turn. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: He looks at it through the prism of his university education in the United States, and it 
must all be in private ownership. Let us look at the United States. Let us look at where the Treasurer wants to 
take Western Australia. He wants to take Western Australia to the haves and the have-nots and to poor 
governments that cannot afford to provide decent services to the citizens. Our view is that income being lost is 
unacceptable. The south west interconnected system—essentially Western Power—extends from Kalbarri in the 
north to Kalgoorlie in the east, to Bremer Bay in the south, to Augusta in the south west and everywhere in 
between, including the Perth metropolitan area, in an area the size of Victoria. Our view is that everyone in that 
area deserves a decent service. Everyone outside that area deserves a decent service, too, which is partly funded 
by the tariff equalisation contribution provided by Western Power. Our view is that that service to the people of 
this state should not be lost. Our view is also that the 3 500 people who work for Western Power deserve proper 
consideration. They do a good job in difficult circumstances, often fixing the system after catastrophes. If people 
go to one of the regular fires, they will see the Western Power trucks coming in. Working with electricity and 
powerlines is a dangerous job. Those workers and their job security deserves some consideration in this debate 
as well. None of those things seem to matter to the government because it is going to sell off Western Power. 
The people of Western Australia will understand this at the next election. The Liberal–National government has 
said on numerous occasions that if re-elected, it will sell Western Power. If WA Labor is elected at the next 
election, for the reasons I have given, it will not. 

MR W.J. JOHNSTON (Cannington) [3.01 pm]: There must be some really bad polling coming to the 
government from Menzies House if, when I asked the member for Riverton—who has spent his entire life telling 
everybody the advantages of privatisation—this simple question, “Do you believe privatising Western Power is 
in the best interests of Western Australians or not?”, he could not answer me. He could not answer me! The 
polling going to that man from Menzies House must be appalling. There are 143 days to the election and we 
know what the Liberal Party will not say; it will not say what is stated in the budget. I want to remind the 
Treasurer what he said in May this year. He said — 

In addition, Mr Speaker, I am announcing today that the Government proposes the sale of: 
• Western Power; … 

They are not my words; they are the Treasurer’s words. However, he will not repeat them today. That is how bad 
it is for the Liberal Party. The Treasurer made a ridiculous comment about “your masters”. We know who the 
Treasurer’s master is; it is Menzies House and it is telling the Treasurer to give up on privatisation. It is no 
wonder that Menzies House has told the Treasurer to do that. We have seen some polling quoted in the media. In 
Swan Hills, 71.9 per cent of people are opposed to the privatisation of Western Power. In Darling Range, 
66.8 per cent of people are opposed to the privatisation of Western Power. In Riverton, the Treasurer’s own 
electorate, 62.7 per cent of people are opposed to the sale of Western Power. It is no wonder that the 
Liberal Party is telling the Treasurer not to support privatisation. There is a difference between that side of the 
chamber and this side of the chamber. When we say we are opposed to the sale of Western Power, we are telling 
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people the truth. We are opposed to the sale of Western Power because we do not think it is in the interests of 
Western Australians. We do not think selling Western Power is good for the state. If Western Power is sold, the 
state will lose $400 million of dividends—as the Treasurer himself pointed out to Parliament when he tabled the 
annual report of Western Power last month. 
I read the report by Orion Consulting Network that outlined the huge negative impact that the sale of 
Western Power would have on the state’s budget. It was not a surprise that the report outlined a negative impact 
because another report by UBS Securities Australia, which is one of the merchant banks that is advising the 
New South Wales government on the sale of its assets, made the following point. Under the heading, 
“Improving fiscal position in the short term, negative over the long run”, it states — 

We believe the combined asset recycling plan will positively impact NSW credit quality initially, but 
worsen its fiscal position in the long run … We believe NSW fiscal position will be worsened by the 
decision over the long run, considering foregone dividends and income tax equivalents … 

It is no wonder that Orion Consulting agrees that selling Western Power will negatively impact 
Western Australia. UBS, one of the largest merchant banks in the world, said the same thing about privatisation 
plans in New South Wales. I was amused—there is no other way of putting it—to see the Treasurer’s quote in 
The West Australian on 30 May. The article states — 

Dr Nahan said though the utility provided a notional $132 million dividend to the government last year, 
this was more than offset by other costs, including … $315 million in interest costs… 

I hate to point out to the Treasurer that that $315 million is not paid from Western Australia’s budget. Let us 
understand this. I do not understand why this furphy gets raised all the time. It is true that the borrowings of 
Western Power are part of the net debt of the state; everybody knows that. However, the interest is not paid out 
of Western Australia’s budget. The borrowings by Western Power have no impact on Western Australia’s 
budget—zero! In fact, I am wrong; there is actually a positive contribution. Every year, Western Power pays 
0.7 per cent of its outstanding borrowings to the government. When Western Power borrows that money, it pays 
over $50 million to taxpayers to build schools and hospitals and to pay teachers. Yes, it is part of the state’s total 
borrowings and the net debt position, but it does not impact the budget. In fact, it helps the budget. When 
members opposite go to schools in their electorates and meet the teachers, they should know that those schools 
are partly funded by the borrowings of Western Power. Given that this matter is detailed in this year’s budget—
as it is in every other year’s budget—I do not understand why there continues to be debate on this issue. Of 
course Western Power pays its interest bill. Let me make it clear: that interest is not paid for out of the budget. It 
is paid for out of income earned by Western Power; that is where the money comes from. 
At the next election, voters have a clear choice. I do not know what tricky form of words the Liberal Party 
intends to come up with because for some reason it no longer wants to say, “privatise Western Power”. That was 
the only thing Liberal members wanted to talk about just five months ago. Now we cannot get them to say it. 
Come on! 
Mr D.J. Kelly: What’s changed? 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: What has changed is that the unpopular decision to sell Western Power is creeping into 
the consciousness of every member opposite. More importantly, it is creeping into the understanding of 
Menzies House. Menzies House knows this; it knows that the overwhelming majority of Western Australians is 
opposed to the crazy brave idea of privatising Western Power. In the next couple of weeks, we will get an 
invention about why the government can sell Western Power but not call it privatisation. In Broome a couple of 
weeks ago, the Premier made some ridiculous comments. He said he was going to sell the debts of 
Western Power, but not Western Power. I hate to point this out, but that debt already belongs to someone else; it 
is owned by the people who lent Western Power the money. That is why Western Power has to pay them back; 
that is why it pays interest to them. The debt belongs to them. I do not care what tricky accounting mechanism is 
produced by the Liberal Party. We know that in its heart of hearts, the Liberal Party wants to sell Western Power. 
Even when the Liberal Party are given a slow full toss from me, its members cannot get up and say where they 
stand. The first thing the Treasurer needs to do when he stands up in this debate is tell us whether it is a good 
idea or a bad idea to sell Western Power. If it is a good idea, will the Treasurer argue that in the community? 
I can tell the Treasurer that it is not a good idea. 
I am amused that had I asked the Treasurer that easy question on any other day, he would have been into it, but 
today he is too scared to say whether he supports privatisation. He is too scared to answer the simple question: is 
it in the best interests of Western Australia to sell Western Power? What could have been an easier question from 
the Treasurer’s opposite number? It should have been asked by the member for Swan Hills, or somebody like 
that, as a dorothy dixer! It is such an easy question: Does the Treasurer support selling Western Power? Does he 
think privatising Western Power is a good or a bad idea? 
Mr F.A. Alban interjected. 
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The SPEAKER: Member for Swan Hills, chillax! I call you to order for the first time. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I can tell the Treasurer that it is not a good idea. Selling Western Power will mean fewer 
jobs for Western Australians. If Western Power is sold, it will result in more inequality in Western Australia. If 
Western Power is sold, it will mean higher taxes or fewer government services. It will also mean higher 
electricity prices. That is exactly what has happened in every state where privatisation has occurred. If 
Western Power is sold, it will lead to higher prices and it leads to less reliability on electricity supply. We know 
that because that is exactly what happened in Victoria. 
Let us talk for a second about the reliability of electricity in Victoria. I have already done this once before, so 
I am not going to go into detail. I will talk about the problems in Victoria on Black Saturday when people died 
because of its privatised network. Let us think about this: two weeks ago there was a storm in Victoria and 
people are still without power because they have not been reconnected to the network. This is not what happened 
in South Australia when 28 high-tension towers came down; this is an ordinary storm in Victoria. When Yarloop 
was burnt down, the Minister for Energy came into this chamber and celebrated the public sector workers who 
got it organised within weeks of the disaster. In Victoria, there is a storm and the private sector cannot reconnect 
households after two weeks! Think about that. Only the public sector can deliver the reliability that we need. The 
system needs to be centrally focused to meet the needs of the community. That has to be the single focus. That 
can only be the single focus when it is owned by the government. 
I could also go on about the fact that these massive technological changes that will impact Western Power in the 
future can only be accommodated if it is publicly owned because there is no other way of regulating that system. 
We know that because everywhere else in the world has come to the same conclusion. The minister should travel 
to Singapore and ask them what they are doing. They are not selling their distribution business. It is a bad 
decision. Go to New South Wales, National Party members, and look at the fact that the rural and regional 
distribution business is not being sold by the New South Wales government because it knows that affordable and 
reliable electricity cannot be provided to regional parts of the state if it is privatised. That is the Liberal Party’s 
decision and that is the National Party’s decision, yet here in Western Australia the Treasurer wants to sell 
Western Power, which supplies electricity to Collie, Albany, Kalgoorlie, Bunbury and other parts of the state. 
They will all be sold off by this Treasurer. 
The Treasurer recently tabled a report that states he also wants to sell Horizon Power’s distribution business. 
This is a disaster in waiting. The Labor Party does not support selling Western Power because it is a bad idea. It 
will lead to negative outcomes for Western Australians. We support keeping Western Power in public hands 
because that is the best way to deliver services to the community and it provides the bonus of large amounts of 
taxpayers’ money being available to spend on schools, hospitals and police. Selling Western Power will do the 
opposite. We saw that demonstrated, without any rejection from the government, in the Orion Consulting 
Network report, which has still not been answered by the government. It is time the government tells us where it 
stands. 
DR M.D. NAHAN (Riverton — Treasurer) [3.15 pm]: I thank the opposition very much for this debate. In 
many ways it is a very old debate in Australia. One would have thought that a pure, dyed-in-the-wool 
anti-privatisation position of the Labor Party was long gone, but obviously it is not in WA. An article in today’s 
The Australian by Troy Bramston reports that the Labor Party has set up an eight-person committee to review 
the party’s old socialist objectives. It states in part — 

… “the democratic socialisation of industry, production, distribution and exchange, to the extent 
necessary to eliminate exploitation … 

In other words, the Labor Party is still wedded to the old government ownership issue. 

Several members interjected. 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: Bill Shorten described the socialist objective as being as useful as a 100-year-old phone 
book! 
Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Albany, I call you to order for the first time. We have had a reasonable debate. Let 
us hear the Treasurer. 
Dr M.D. NAHAN: But that is not the issue here. These guys are not old socialists. That is long gone in the 
Labor Party. The Leader of the Opposition brands himself as a new type of Kim Beazley—a man who, I might 
add, sold more assets than any other government leader. But let us put that aside. This is driven by the party’s 
funding base. A good article by a very impressive Labor Treasurer states — 
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For more than two decades NSW has been cursed with a dishonest debate on electricity privatisation 
which has resulted in a small, privileged special interest group, the electricity unions, maintaining their 
advantages at the expense of the general good. 
This election, unfortunately, sees a continuation of this dishonesty. 

That was in New South Wales — 
The electricity unions and their supporters recognise that this election could resolve this issue once and 
for all. And so lie after desperate lie is being thrown at the public in an attempt to frighten the electorate 
into rejecting the Baird government’s sensible and moderate reforms to the electricity industry. 

I could go on—Mark Latham, Paul Keating, Bob Carr, Morris Iemma and Martin Ferguson. 

Mr M. McGowan interjected. 
Dr M.D. NAHAN: Let us deal with these lies. The Leader of the Opposition stood and did that to this 
Parliament. Let me go through it. The first—a dividend. He is right—in 2015–16 Western Power had a total 
dividend — 
Mr M. McGowan: When you called it a “lie”, what were you referring to? 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: Just wait! 
Mr M. McGowan: You said “lies”. 
Dr M.D. NAHAN: Yes, I will. I will point out the dishonesty that the Leader of the Opposition has uttered. 

Withdrawal of Remark 

Mr M. McGOWAN: The Treasurer referred to my commentary as “lies”. I would ask him to withdraw. 
I delayed a little my point of order because I thought the Speaker might do it; I am doing it now. 
The SPEAKER: I understood that he said “I will address these lies” and then he went on to speak about you. 
What I want to say to you, Treasurer, is be very, very careful about using the word “lies”. If it had any 
connotations on the Leader of the Opposition, you are to withdraw it. 

Debate Resumed 
Dr M.D. NAHAN: This year, 2015–16, Western Power paid a record dividend. Not income tax—it does not pay 
anything. That issue he read out is false, but let us go on. That dividend was generated by a number of one-off 
factors, including the sale of a large parcel of land in Forrestfield and the record receipt of gifted assets that have 
to be reinjected into Western Power. As we have discussed before, when developers put infrastructure in the 
ground, they have to give it to Western Power. Western Power then levies a tax on it and it gives that tax to the 
government. We reinject it in the firm. Because of a number of one-offs, this 449 includes a double dividend. 
Two years ago we put in a policy of paying the dividend in two parts. Because of the slow passage of that 
legislation, in 2015–16 we received not two, but three, dividends. There was a bunch of one-off factors. The 
opposition has jumped on that figure and said that that is forever. The previous year, the total dividend was 
$173 million, which is quite a bit less than that, but all there. The opposition also forgets about the money that 
we have to inject in the business year on year. Until and including 2015–16, the average annual dividend from 
Western Power all-up was $121 million. The investment in Western Power was $440 million. Opposition 
members call that a cash cow; I call it a cash drain. Like a person who owns a property and gets $500 a week 
rent on it, opposition members would say, “We are wealthy”, but they forget the $500 million mortgage and the 
investment they have to put into the property. That is Labor Party decision-making! Members opposite know 
this; this is just a distortion of the facts. 

The worst distortion of the facts we have dealt with before is the tariff equalisation contribution. The Leader of the 
Opposition is right; it is a contribution to the subsidisation of Horizon Power’s customers. Last year, it was about 
$141 million—that is nothing surprising. The Leader of the Opposition says that contribution is paid for by 
Western Power on behalf of the state. He knows that that is false and untrue because during the last election 
campaign he came up with the policy of having the consolidated fund take the TEC out of Western Power and 
instead pay for it from the consolidated fund. That was the Leader of the Opposition’s major initiative on energy, so 
he knows full well that the TEC is not paid for by Western Power. It is transferred to the electricity consumer, the 
customers of Western Power, in full, with no contribution. The Leader of the Opposition knows that, and he misled 
this house—he did! This is his policy. The policy states that the TEC is currently paid for by electricity consumers 
in the south west interconnected system and his policy was to transfer that to the consolidated fund. That was his 
policy. Now, this time, he states that Western Power and the state pay for the TEC. That is untrue and the Leader of 
the Opposition knows that it is untrue. He is just doing more propaganda. We are getting more propaganda. 
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Western Power does not pay an income tax contribution to the commonwealth or to the state. Western Power 
identified an equivalent to income tax, as we have debated in this house, but that was not paid to the state. The 
state has never received one and Western Power has not paid one since 2016, and does not expect to pay one into 
forward estimates, because it has other offsetting deductions from it. We have been through that and had 
a debate on it. The Leader of the Opposition knows that, but he just reiterates it. The opposition cannot win this 
debate with propaganda. When confronted with facts, members opposite do not react to them, they just continue 
to reiterate something. They are not debating; they are propagandists. 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Thank you! Let us move on. 
Dr M.D. NAHAN: The Leader of the Opposition gets down into the dirt and says that I was born and did my 
first two degrees in the United States. I did. 
Mr M. McGowan: Are you a Republican? 
Dr M.D. NAHAN: I am not sure about that; my father was a Democrat. In fact, he was a candidate for the 
House of Representatives. I did my PhD at the Australian National University, which, last I heard, is a pretty 
good Australian university, and I studied and worked with two Labor luminaries, Craig Emerson and 
Ross Garnaut, who have both been right behind reform of the Labor Party through the decades. They tried to pull 
the Labor Party back to be rational about ownership of assets, but members opposite are behind. 
I will tell members a story about the Electrical Trades Union of Western Australia push polling in my electorate. 
The ETU has done polling around the place. Interestingly, the union published the polling on Western Power — 
Mr W.J. Johnston: It was me. 
Dr M.D. NAHAN: No, it was not. It was the ETU. 
The SPEAKER: Member for Cannington, we do not want to hear whether you were on the phone or not. 
Dr M.D. NAHAN: The ETU made a bunch of misleading statements. It asked people whether they supported 
the privatisation of the highly profitable Western Power. It then asked people whether they knew the local 
member and Treasurer, “Mr Naan”. I am not a bread! My name is not Mr Naan. The ETU cannot even get the 
local member’s name right in its polling. Are we supposed to take that seriously? The polling sent shivers down 
my spine. What a bunch of absolute clowns! 
Mr D.J. Kelly interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Member for Bassendean, you are called twice. Take it easy. 
Dr M.D. NAHAN: Why have other states sold assets? Why have Victoria, South Australia and New South 
Wales sold these assets? Why did the Victorian Labor government recently sell the port of Melbourne? The 
Labor Party went to the election promoting that sale. Why did the Bligh government sell Queensland Rail, the 
port of Brisbane and other assets? Why did they sell those assets? When I talk to my Treasury and energy 
minister colleagues in Victoria and South Australia, and ask them why they did that as Labor governments, they 
tell me that if they could, they would do it again? 
Let us look at a couple of the member for Cannington’s arguments. 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Member for Warnbro, you are getting your credit; are you listening? Member for Swan Hills, 
I call you to order for the second time. 
Dr M.D. NAHAN: The data shows that in each case privately owned electricity distribution and transmission 
has lower cost and lower charges on consumers. As shown in research by EY, electricity bills have increased less 
in the privatised states of Victoria and South Australia over the period 1996–97 to 2012–13. Charges went up 
99 per cent in Victoria and 80 per cent in South Australia. At the time, in New South Wales, which was publicly 
owned, charges went up 158 per cent and in Queensland they went up 156 per cent. That is a huge difference. 
Labor Party members argue the opposite, which goes against the data and the evidence. The real question is that if 
private sector ownership could drive down the cost of electricity, why would the Labor Party not do it? If we look 
at household bills, whether it is low consumption or high consumption, in South Australia and Victoria, where 
distribution and transmission are privately owned and generation is largely publicly owned, charges are 
substantially in the realm of 40 per cent lower than elsewhere. Those states moved into the national energy market 
that equalises those charges, but the underlying cost imposed on electricity consumers in those states is lower. 
The ETU refers to the effect on security and safety, which the member for Cannington therefore dutifully 
regurgitates. It is important. I note that the storm that went through South Australia and turned out all the lights 
in that Labor state went through Western Australia a day or so before and very few lights went out, if any. We 
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have a good system. The Australian Energy Regulator in the state of the energy market reports in 2007 and 2009 
states that since 2000–01, the average duration of outages per customer tended to be lower in Victoria and 
South Australia than in other jurisdictions. Because they tended to be lower, the costs were lower and the 
outages were lower. The reason is that distribution and transmission is a regulated monopoly. We are regulated 
in this case right now by the Economic Regulation Authority, and its investment decisions and its operations are 
overseen by the Occupational Health and Safety Act and the Electricity (Network Safety) Regulations 2015, 
which is administered by EnergySafety. Any contravention of EnergySafety obligations can attract a penalty of 
$250 000 for failure to comply. On top of that, the Economic Regulation Authority imposes requirements and 
technical rules. In other words, there is a bevy of oversight of the operations of Western Power, and even if the 
asset were to be sold, that oversight would continue. 
Let us get on to the real issue of why we are proposing the sale of assets. Western Power is not a cash cow; it is 
a cash drain. For a government-owned asset, Western Power is relatively efficient and it is driving efficiencies 
into the business. The real reason is that we do not need to own this asset. It has substantial—in the vicinity of 
$12 billion—assets based in it. 
Mr F.M. Logan interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Member for Cockburn. 
Dr M.D. NAHAN: It would allow us to sell the asset and give it to the private sector, where we would regulate 
what it does, prices, the rate of return and how it performs on safety. We would take the proceeds and invest them 
in things that the state needs to invest in—roads, public transport, schools. We would invest in the future of this 
state. The real question going forward is that our debt is currently about $27.8 billion. Admittedly, over our term 
of government we have invested over $50 billion in new assets and we have chalked up in the vicinity of 
$24 billion in debt in doing so. They have been good investments. People opposite decry and scream for more. 
But going forward, our debt will prove to be too high, and, therefore, to undertake the investment that this state 
needs, we need to find an alternative to debt funding. That is the task that the next government faces and that is 
what we are going to do—that is the proposal. Which assets we sell and how we sell them is yet to be determined, 
but we are pursuing an asset sale program that will defray the debt in the books of the business to be sold. 
Mr M. McGowan interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Leader of the Opposition. 
Dr M.D. NAHAN: It will leave a substantial amount of money to invest in the assets and the future of this state. 
If Western Power is a drain on our cash, if private ownership leads to more efficient and safer outcomes, if we 
need to invest in the future infrastructure of our state and if we need to find funders other than debt, why would 
the Labor Party be against the sale? Why would the Leader of the Opposition rule it out, as he said, with every 
breath in his body? Why? The Labor Party is not against asset sales. Look at Kim Beazley and all around the 
states. Look at WA Labor’s partners in Victoria. Why? 
Mr D.J. Kelly: He’s a big fan of yours. 
The SPEAKER: Member for Bassendean. 
Dr M.D. NAHAN: He is a better leader than yours; at least he is doing something. At least he is getting 
investment in his state. At least he is not just saying he will deliver jobs; he is actually creating them. The 
Labor Party is not. 
Mr M. McGowan: You’re not. 
Dr M.D. NAHAN: Yes, we are. 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: That is enough. 
Dr M.D. NAHAN: With our asset investment program we have created over 90 000 jobs. There is Roe 8 and the 
new lithium plant. 

Mr P.C. Tinley interjected. 

The SPEAKER: That is enough, member for Willagee. 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: We are looking at the sale of assets, including Western Power, because it is the right thing to do. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: That is enough. 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: Unlike the Labor Party, we are not owned by other parties—the unions. We are not owned 
by them. We are in control of our own domain; the Labor Party is not. If the Electrical Trades Union of Australia 
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told him not to be, the member for Cannington could not be in support of the sale of assets. We know that the 
Leader of the Opposition was very quiet on asset sales until Stephen Smith did a push at him, with the support of 
the member for Cannington. Part of the deal for him to remain where he is was him supporting the unions. He 
went from agnostic to saying that he will fight privatisation with every breath of his body. 

Ms R. Saffioti interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for West Swan. 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: It is not a matter of principle and it is not a matter of evidence. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members! 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: The real issue going forward, and this will be the defining one, is that we know — 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Cockburn, I call you to order for the first time. This debate is starting to 
deteriorate again. 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: We know that the people opposite have been going through the electorates promising huge 
increases in expenditure on all sorts of things—rail, crossovers and all sorts of new expenditure. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members! 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: We have tallied up over $5 billion worth of additional expenditure, and how will the 
Labor Party fund that? 

Ms R. Saffioti interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for West Swan. 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: It has no way. The press is finally starting to ask pertinent questions on this, and it asked 
either the shadow Treasurer or the Leader of the Opposition — 

Ms R. Saffioti interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for West Swan, I call you to order for the second time. 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: The press asked how they would fund the capital needs of the state. They started stammering 
and stuttering and then they said through tight fiscal management. 

Mr J.R. Quigley interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Butler. 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: The problem with that is that currently expenditure is the lowest in 20 years. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Butler, I call you to order for the second time. Member for South Perth, I call you 
to order for the first time. Member for Wanneroo, I call you to order for the first time. 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: Expenditure growth in the last two years has been running at between 2.2 per cent and 
2.4 per cent—the lowest level of growth in 20 years. In the forward estimates it is going to remain in that 
vicinity, so it is already there. That can only be interpreted as the Labor Party copying us. We know that is not 
true, because in this house the Labor Party has argued against every bill, change or reform to restrain the growth 
of expenditure—the wages bill, involuntary redundancies, zero-based budgeting, workplace reform; it has argued 
against everything. Let us say by some miracle the member for Victoria Park becomes Leader of the 
Labor Party. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: That would be a miracle! 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: That would be a miracle, but it is the only way I can think it could possibly happen. It cannot 
happen. He cannot count. 

Mr P.B. Watson interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Albany! 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: Even if the Labor Party could match our expenditure growth, it would not be enough. Look 
at the forward estimates. On our policy the surplus comes back and debt growth moderates. We retain heavy 
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levels of expenditure on capital and infrastructure, but we will take to the election the plan to restrain the growth 
in debt and increase the level of infrastructure. 

Mr J.R. Quigley interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Butler. 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: The Labor Party does not have that. All that has to be interpreted is that if Labor were to win 
the next election, even if it could restrain growth in expenditure—which is pie in the sky; no-one would believe 
that, but that is the Labor Party’s only plan—it will have no capacity to restrain the rate of debt and increase 
infrastructure spending. The Labor Party will have no capacity to fund the additional promises it has already 
made. Why? It is pursuing a blind commitment to a union-enforced policy of not considering asset sales. I know 
the Labor Party has said that it will sell a lot of land. I can guarantee that we have not been, let us say, absent in 
that area. We have a substantial, and indeed record, level of land on the market. Any additional land would flood 
the market and decrease the price of land. The Labor Party has also said that it would do a lot of value capture 
for Metronet, which is another pie-in-the-sky issue. We are pursuing that; it is extremely difficult — 

Several members interjected. 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: Just watch; just watch. 

We will announce in the run-up to the election what our capital spend will be and, by the way, we will fund it. 
The opposition put up that little placard at the last election, “Fully funded, fully costed” — 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members! Thank you; wall of noise! Treasurer. 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: This time we will have the funds to fund our investments; the opposition will not. It will have 
already gone out and tiptoed through the electorate to build Metronet, and it has no money to do it—none. At the 
next election it will come down to: who do you believe—a Labor Party that is committed to major levels of 
expenditure but has no money, or a Liberal–National government that actually has a record of building new 
infrastructure more than any other government, is committed to doing so into the future, and has the funds to do so? 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members! 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: That is why we outlined in the budget that we are steadily pursuing an asset recycling 
program. That is not radical. Every other state in the nation is doing it, every other Labor government is doing it, 
so why is the WA Labor opposition not? Because it is not in control of its own domain. It is just a flunkey of the 
union movement. This was a policy we enunciated in the budget and we will continue to progress it. We will 
take it to the election and, as I said the other day, quoting Paul Keating, we will announce these things and “do 
you slowly”. 

MR B.J. GRYLLS (Pilbara — Leader of the National Party) [3.42 pm]: It was with some excitement — 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Thank you! 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: It was with some excitement that I heard there was a press conference held by the 
Leader of the Opposition over the weekend—a major announcement, with candidates in tow—about a positive 
plan for the future of Western Australia, because I have been calling for it in this Parliament. I thought, 
“Finally they’re going to come out and actually announce something that the people of Western Australia can 
think about and process, about how they will manage the state’s finances going forward.” Then, yet again, it 
emerged that the opposition had called a press conference to say what it would not do. That tracks nicely with 
what it said it would not do about fracking and what it would not do about genetically modified organisms. All 
we ever hear from members opposite is what they will not do. I tell members opposite — 

Mr D.J. Kelly interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Bassendean, I call you to order for the third time. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: I tell members opposite that they had better get used to what they will not do, because 
should the member for Victoria Park ever have the privilege of being Treasurer of this state, all he is ever going 
to tell them is what they will not be doing. They will not be doing anything. They certainly will not be doing 
Metronet, and they know that. They know that the policy suite they now have to take to the election does not 
include Metronet. For two elections they have stood on Metronet—a major expansion of metropolitan — 
Several members interjected. 
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Mr B.J. GRYLLS: No, if they do not do Metronet, they will not blow out the budget—I agree with that—except 
that their policy is to do Metronet. If members opposite want a coherent strategy now, they have to say, 
“We won’t sell Western Power and we won’t do Metronet”. There is absolutely no way they can fund Metronet, 
and they know it. The shadow Treasurer knows it, the Leader of the Opposition knows it, every single member 
opposite knows that there is no possible way it can be funded. As the Treasurer — 
Several members interjected. 
Mr B.J. GRYLLS: There is no possible way for them to have that. They can yell as loud as they want, but 
Metronet is dead. They should not speak about it again, because there is absolutely no way of funding it, and 
they know that. After two elections and six years of work on the opposition’s signature centrepiece policy, it is 
gone, finished, finito. Members opposite cannot talk about it again because they cannot fund it. They are the 
ones in this Parliament who have prosecuted the argument that debt is too high. They are the ones who have 
prosecuted the argument that the deficit is too high. They have prosecuted both those arguments. They seek to 
take the treasury bench in March next year and they will inherit, in their own words, a deficit that is too high and 
debt that is too high, yet they have a $5 billion capital works program called Metronet that they think they can 
fund. It is absolutely fanciful and it will not happen. For the opposition to be coherent in the lead-up to the 
election, it can say absolutely that it will not sell Western Power. It can absolutely say that, but it cannot then 
talk about its capital works program at all because it has already said that debt is too high. 
My example to share with the Parliament this week comes from talking to someone in Karratha whose partner is 
just finishing up with Gorgon’s construction phase. He has been employed for three years on that job. That 
person said to me that probably within a week he will be let go from that construction phase and he will be back 
looking for a job. He is hoping to move into the construction of the Karratha health campus because that is two 
years’ work. It is already coming out of the ground now. 
MR B.S. WYATT (Victoria Park) [3.47 pm]: From what I understand, the Treasurer’s plan — 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: You relax as well! Member for Victoria Park. 
Mr B.S. WYATT: From what I understand, the Treasurer’s plan is to reduce total public sector net debt but to 
increase the net debt of the general government sector. That is the Treasurer’s plan. Time and again I have stood 
in this place and quoted the Premier from back in the day when he first entered this place. He made the case that 
the morally and socially responsible thing to do is to transfer the funding of current assets—non–income 
generating assets—from current revenue. What he meant by that was: fund the general government spend from 
current revenue. Under this government, we have seen the general government sector net debt position taking 
60 per cent of total net debt—60 per cent! 
Mr J.H.D. Day: Your plan is? 
Mr B.S. WYATT: You have not stood up. Get up, Leader of the House. What is your plan? Get up and tell us 
what your plan is! 
Sixty per cent of total net debt is taken by the general government sector. When the government came to power it 
had $3.5 billion in financial assets in the general government sector; the general government sector was net debt 
free. We will not be copying the Treasurer because we ran operating surpluses, not operating deficits. The 
government has put more and more of the net debt of the state into the general government sector. Now it wants 
to sell Western Power—a position on which I have been flexible—but the reason I — 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: We have the wall of noise! 
Mr B.S. WYATT: I no longer think it is appropriate because of that well-known left-wing organisation, the UDS. 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Member for Churchlands, I call you to order for the first time. 
Mr B.S. WYATT: The government is right: if it sells Western Power, it will be able to build schools, it will be 
able to build hospitals, and it will be adding to the recurrent spend of government, so it will be increasing the 
general government sector net debt. It is proposing to sell off an income-generating asset to build assets that cost 
the recurrent account. I know the Treasurer understands that, but the problem is that his government has given up 
on the long-term interests of the finances. The government is desperate for a third term, so it is looking for 
something to get it through the next two years. It could have the job-destroying policy of the National Party or 
the income-destroying policy of the Liberal Party. 
Mr J.H.D. Day interjected. 
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The SPEAKER: I call the member for Kalamunda to order for the first time. I do not want to hear from him again. 
Mr B.S. WYATT: The reality is that when the general government sector is carrying 60 per cent—and 
increasing—of the net debt position of the state, the government needs to plan for that. It is proposing to reduce the 
revenue going to the general government sector and build assets that add to the pressure on the general government 
sector. That is what the government is proposing to do. Do not think for a minute that it is a solution, because it is 
not. Like in the debate on the Loan Bill last year, when he was reluctant to say “$8 billion”, the Treasurer got up 
today and would not even say that the policy of the Liberal Party is to sell Western Power. He would not even say 
it, when we all know that that is what the government’s policy is all based on. 
I will make one final point, because the Treasurer’s long-term memory is clearly failing. This “fully funded, 
fully costed” seal was on the Liberal Party documents. What I like about what the Treasurer said is that he 
claimed that this time it would be true. This time it will be true when the government says something is fully 
funded and fully costed. The Treasurer promises it will be all correct this time, because last time, he confessed, it 
was a lie. The government got that wrong. The reality is the government has a short-term plan to fund its spend. 
The Treasurer has presided over the largest operating deficit this state has ever seen, and he should be 
embarrassed and humiliated. 

Division 
Question put and a division taken with the following result — 

Ayes (19) 

Ms L.L. Baker Mr D.J. Kelly Mr J.R. Quigley Mr P.C. Tinley 
Dr A.D. Buti Mr F.M. Logan Ms M.M. Quirk Mr P.B. Watson 
Mr R.H. Cook Mr M. McGowan Mrs M.H. Roberts Mr B.S. Wyatt 
Ms J.M. Freeman Mr M.P. Murray Ms R. Saffioti Mr D.A. Templeman (Teller) 
Mr W.J. Johnston Mr P. Papalia Mr C.J. Tallentire  

 

Noes (33) 

Mr P. Abetz Ms W.M. Duncan Mr A. Krsticevic Mr D.C. Nalder 
Mr F.A. Alban Mr J.M. Francis Mr S.K. L’Estrange Mr J. Norberger 
Mr C.J. Barnett Mrs G.J. Godfrey Mr R.S. Love Mr D.T. Redman 
Mr I.C. Blayney Mr B.J. Grylls Mr W.R. Marmion Mr A.J. Simpson 
Mr I.M. Britza Dr K.D. Hames Mr J.E. McGrath Mr M.H. Taylor 
Mr G.M. Castrilli Mrs L.M. Harvey Mr P.T. Miles Ms L. Mettam (Teller) 
Mr M.J. Cowper Mr C.D. Hatton Ms A.R. Mitchell  
Ms M.J. Davies Mr A.P. Jacob Mr N.W. Morton  
Mr J.H.D. Day Dr G.G. Jacobs Dr M.D. Nahan  

            

Pairs 

 Ms J. Farrer Mr T.K. Waldron 
 Ms S.F. McGurk Ms E. Evangel 

Question thus negatived. 
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